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The Answers
Yash Seyedbagheri

service me,
hoi polloi screams on set,
reading poetry,
perusing
barbaric yawps and captains lying dead,
service
me,
glittering dildos spill forth, Sergeant Friday’s wife
wants facts. just facts, lubed
glittering lavender and pink, like jukebox songs
no right hand answers.
right hands ready to pleasure. no

metaphors allowed. banish similes.
siberia. dildos glitter pretty, puerile, pretty
in purple pink.
no metaphorical implications. no epistemology,
just beauty, said Sergeant Friday’s wife,
facts. metaphors knocking on the door with problematic
declaring
i get no kick from
champagne
mere alcohol
doesn’t
thrill

not
at all. why should metaphors or similes,
be true. what the fuck are they? cries
sheep, watching dildos glow, humming,
dildo is a metaphor, proclaims the sage,
for covering exposed
metaphors knock.
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fuck off,
screams sheep.
service me. he adjusts dildo for Sergeant Friday’s wife, makes sure
balls and dick are in place.
dissect images for me
a dick. just the facts, said
before Sergeant Friday wife’s
glittering dildo facts
sprayed
facts. service me.
just facts said Sergeant,

metaphors strangling direct director’s assistant.

before the director called
stop. Take two.
dildo.
service me,
cry,
metaphors, similes, beauty,
demand pay, knock dustbins by
glittering dildos, dying, dying.
just facts. Sergeant Friday’s wife says,
dildo humming, dying, metaphors extinguish color,
just facts.
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Curious about Sappho
Molly Garvey
Sapphic has a very open quality, as a word. Open yet lacking body. Almost
caustic, like opening something by force. Like an acid burn, only perhaps, not
so forceful.
Aspic? Auspice?
Not sadist. Perhaps saddest.
And what of the second p? A placeholder or an essential clue to a bigger
mystery: the mystery of Sappho pushing many forward to beget images and acts and
supposings and darings. Begotten many times but never made more than once
(beheld and held, beheld and held). Sappho herself rests in every begetting,
sapphic or not.
Lesbos. Something slippery about the first s: /z/. Lez. Lez go. Lez – ay
faire. Lesboan. Lesboa constrictor. Lesboner Lesbonafide Lesbenefactor. Sappho
was a lesbenefactor to many, it would seem. Some say she was a school master but
others discredit this claim by citing signs in her writings of intimacy and
comradeship uncommon for a teacher-pupil relationship. Her intimates were female
or male depending on who you read. A ‘woman-lover’ who cannot be homosexual much
the same way the wine-dark sea cannot be blue.
In my mind, she is
Simone Weil, Hildegard
Rebecca Solnit, Angela
because it is not very

jumbled into a ‘must read, maybe emulate’ pile with
von Bingen, more Simone de Beauvoir and Joan Didion,
Carter, and there my list ends and I feel ashamed,
diverse.

Sappho feels like a source point. For what? Identity building? Seeing blue
in the wine-dark sea?
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Dog Ear
R. Keith

I live life the way I read books,
I keep losing my place.
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Dunkelwelt
Carrie Grieger
A light in nothingness. A brief blink into the void. How nice you have it
here.
You open your eyes. You are where you wanted to be, where you belong.
Familiar smell. You turn around again, to the right, to the left and back again
until you find yourself snuggling up to the person that matters. You brush the
person’s hair aside, careful – you don't want to damage anything, like in a shop
full of antiques from a long-forgotten time. You seal reality with a kiss on the
person’s skin. Can't believe your luck – is this even real? Your heart beats
faster with every hand movement, every second you get to spend in the happy
place you found yourself in. The familiar body next to you, the soft bed, the
early morning full of promises. You look around without taking your hands off
the body next to you. Breathing quietly, you look at your surroundings. The room
filled with things that reflect your life. Items, memories that suggest you are
happy. Insignificant things, yet so precious to you: Family pictures stuck to
the wall across from your bed. Some are framed, some are not. The half-withered
flowers you recently bought because you liked the colors, the bill from last
night’s dinner, nice words written on the mirror with dark-red lipstick. Makes
you feel loved, feel how you are needed, how lucky you are. Young voices from
the adjoining room, playfully dealing with themselves, contour your face – a
little smile before you close your eyes again and soak up the warm scent of the
surroundings. Always ignoring the cold breath in your neck. The half-empty cup
of coffee on the small wooden table on your side of the bed, the worn clothes
from last night spread on the wooden floor. Here and there a creaking in the
house, which secretly sneaks into your ears, like a child who wants to wake you
up. Please, not yet, too comfortable. Firmly cling to the body you love, you
don't believe it can get any better. You don't want to leave, you want to stay
forever, in this moment, in this life. You can taste the love, smell it in the
air. Hastily breathing the moment in, greedily, like a starved animal. Anxious
that someone will take away from you what belongs to you. Never, you think.
Immersed in the perfect life – one with the figure that reminds you of you. And
yet, what is it that gnaws at you like a rat on the decayed body of its equal?
Incessantly haunted by a black figure calling your name, who or what it is that
keeps calling you, you don’t know, is it the unhappiness that wants you back?
You can see it, starring at you out of the dark. You say something back, trying
to guess its name. It doesn’t respond. It keeps looking at you silently, calls
your name when it wants to, in the moments you are the happiest, to remind you
that you don’t belong here. You are stuck in a battle between you and yourself –
why, you don't even know. A lid stroke away from bliss. A lid stroke away from
emptiness. You lose yourself in yourself. And there it whispers your name again.
Waiting for you in the dark. It makes you freeze.
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You open your eyes and see the dark reaching for you. Suddenly, the moment
of bliss is gone, gone in the emptiness that was your home. The body next to you
is hard and cold. Disappeared in the hole you looked too deep into. Now it looks
back and makes you feel like an old beggar longing for days gone by. Once
beautiful and desirable like a warm summer night, surrounded by happy faces, now
you stand there, alone, in a cold bare forest not knowing the way out. Caught in
the moment of destruction, but not giving up, you ask: where has the warmth
gone? You are ready to sacrifice. For the familiar body you love, for the young
voices around you, for the half-empty cup of coffee. But it tears at you as you
can't capture the moment. It slips out of your hands, like sand. You watch it
happening, you can't do anything, powerless. Would give everything to feel the
warmth again, to live the life that was intended for you. Where is it – you
can't see it any more. Sometimes it's here, sometimes there. Impossible to catch
like an insect swirling around you, titillating your desire to kill it with
every flapping of its wings, with each buzz ever more irritating. It makes you
angry. You are sad, you cry, you scream, you want to thrash around, rage like a
wild animal, but no one can hear you because you are dumb and your face is deaf,
you are trapped in the emptiness that keeps you in chains, like a wild animal.
You close your eyes again and open them once more but you don't see the
moment any more, the perfect life, it's gone for good. World-weariness for the
advanced. You do the same again, close your eyes and open them but nothing. Why
does the trick not work any more? And there again, you see the black figure
patiently waiting for its chance to drag you back into the dark. The nothingness
you want to call it. The nothingness – tubes that hold you like a silk thread.
Tubes – connection to the world, penetrating your cold old skin, like the navel
that once connected you to life. And there you see the unexpected – innocently,
your body lies there, laid out like a trophy. Not alive, not dead yet – you can
look at yourself from the outside. Your own body, lying there like an empty
shell with no purpose. Powerless, you can’t do anything. What happened? Was it
all a dream, an illusion of what life was supposed to be? The uniform sound of
the ventilator next to your lifeless body, the disgusting hospital smell, the
meticulously sterile objects around you. No one is there, you are alone. Was it
all a dream? The life you always wanted faded, like the color of your skin. The
familiar body untouchable, the stranger skin remains strange – unreachable. The
young voices locked in the beloved life behind the door that you cannot open. It
is locked, it always will be for you. You give up, you are too weak, unable to
kick the door in. You tried it more than once. You had your chance. You didn’t
make it. Realizing this hurts.
And suddenly – as you open one eye, the second in tears, they confirm what
you saw from the above – you find yourself in an unknown place. Exhausted and
anxious although your body hasn’t moved for a long time. Your eyes dart across
the room. You are not where you want to be. You don’t want to see what you see.
A room, sterile, white, your heartbeat recorded by a machine. Small tubes
penetrating your body. You lie there like a puppet. The threads guided by
reality. Is this the world as it is? Is this the dark? Don't want to be here. I
never wanted to. Doctor, please, reconnect the tubes. Wasn't finished dreaming
yet. Want to go back to that bed, back to what means to me the most. The voices,
the body, the half-empty cup of coffee. Hear me? If this was just a dream, a
fleeting encounter, I want to dream this dream again. Put me back to sleep
forever. Hear me?
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The Girl Is Twelve
Emelia Steenekamp
The girl is twelve and everyone wants to have sex with her. Their lust
surrounds her like a rumbling sound around her head. It buzzes in the space of
interactions, sticks to her clothes, parades on the surfaces of everything she
reads or sees or listens to. Although she has been told what sex is, nothing has
been said about this inaudible droning, the pleasure that people experience when
they talk to or look at the girl, the things they really want from her.
This is how you shave your legs, they say while glancing at her tender
little breasts. They say, you are really growing up now! as they wonder if her
vagina has any fur yet. They try not to think of her vagina. They say, you can
wear lipstick in the holidays. They see her smooth young legs and ask, isn’t
that skirt too short?
You are going to struggle to keep the boys away from this one.
They think, how exciting that the young girl is looking the way she should.
How wonderful that her shoulders are not too broad like her cousin’s, and her
torso not too short like her friend’s.
When they see her somewhere in the world, they scan her to feel if she
activates their desires. And she does. She can sense it: the scanning, the
activation, the pleasure. She knows it also because of the many hints telling
her what she’s supposed to look like. She’s seen the calendars. She’s heard the
rowdy conversations about hourglass figures and cleavages and thigh-gaps.
The girl and her family have been anticipating her assessment since she was
born, and they are all pleased to find that she passes.
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Homesickness (remix)
Nathanael O’Reilly
For Christodoulos Makris
I don’t think we should panic
I’m not an outright failure
Copenhagen-style urban
density for Generation Z
buttonholed him there
the Dutch long-term planning
designing for energy efficiency
big mama rat won’t let go
education through diversity
not an outright failure
on a sinking ship brutal
homesickness attention
throwing myself off the ship
impossible to fit function
comfort and life cycle
rank high in the priorities
proper dialogue integration
concrete is more than carbon
too much monologue attention
climate resilience music
you get that from travelling
brutal homesickness
impossible round hole
never going to be properly
famous square peg branding
when you’re away you think
much more function
needs less maintenance attention
lasts much longer integrated
image in my mind impossible
seriously diminished generation
exposed timber doesn’t wear well
I don’t think we should panic
a level of sophistication
to engage in dialogue
throwing myself off the ship
impossible to fit homesickness
I’m not an outright failure
comfort and life cycle rank
concrete is more brutal music
too much monologue you get
that from travelling certain
countries urban density
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buttonholed him long-term
planning big mama rat
never going branding
when you’re away won’t let go
designing you think
outright failure sinking ship
proper dialogue less maintenance
diversity priorities carbon
climate properly famous
square peg resilience
sophistication seriously diminished
engage Copenhagen-style
exposed timber brutal
homesickness energy efficiency
education image lasts much
longer dialogue doesn’t wear well
big mama rat I don’t think we should
panic on a sinking ship climate
Note: all text taken from The Irish Times, January 25, 2020.
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The House of Radiance
Charlie Wilkinson

- breadth of lux in the room
styled by the art of angles
while dawn tucks shapes
into the form of a table - windows pledged to packet sun
grey-framed squares on a wall
where adorable dazzle collects
till wedged firm white within - air arrested by dimensions
without the inhering blue
a space for a slanted mast
& specks of dust sailing - slow shaft-shift over a floor
planes the knots & whorls
a burnishing of the boards
lifting brilliant in the grain - the weight of radiance falls
& a plant hoards its colours
granting only green salvage
floating on the rate of waves - far above absorption here
outside the circuit & close
origins of comets light sings
luminous beyond a last star a foundational force – or nihil: inconceivable & untouched
by apprehension – trembling on the curve is to detect the ring
of relic radiation & invisible glow inscribed on all constituents
of the sky; yet planets outstrip the house – its room, the wall,
the table - & race, forced outwards beyond the telescopic eye,
to redshift wave lengths far beyond imagining into untimed hours …
riddle of the source: what power is energy compressed into a star?
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Leaves and stones
Kevin Reilly
A roof without a rainspout
Often it can overflow. The gutters
and the gambrels say –
We cannot hope to hold it all
Presently eluding me
my senses – full of leaves and stones
I tend the drops
with pots and pans
For rain will rot my
wooden clothes
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A Million Callouses
Glen Hogard
Really? A million callouses emblematic of re-animated workers.
we win and we laud
who steals catapults any more?
do we not succeed continuously?
failure is not a word
do we not mark the passing of the average?
with souvenirs, cantilevers, angles redrawn?
Still no one admonishes the flattened clerk
pooling in the door limen
he is translucent, like a current of skin
a barrel and a cause
wind between the two / three
who swallows (a bird)?
is that the pearl of politics, its jewel irritant?
who really finds modifier noun in catastrophe?
at christmas, blend mercy with contemporary ash, my wisdom calidone
your penal colony sports a peculiar shade of grammar
what is decided in the room, what is worse or
the capable chord
is enough, the enough rarified?
I will only die with a monster,
memory makes children
who shall we forget incendiarily?
make me quick in the curious shadow dripping across the cave
the fruit is too up front, my pectorals
jabbering closet speech, who lives?
my mark
my mark
what a window recoils
who does she shun?
my named Mary?
my lesson of carrying yoke in measured space
the written word leaves a mess
no mother is large enough
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there is the careful
inch for my father
my writing degrades the subjects
who has wan?
is it error lifted
up to descent?
one wind
Ridiculous
its name greeting the door
one soft finger lifted away from the note
the human retrieves the avalanche, adjust
for climate fashion
its element is sorry
many do understand the fit folding down
the mountain, but not enough
2018 is a day flaking from my knuckles
if I reveal to you this coming, you shall bend
lie, man, lie
drown in the name
River C
wind remains
what an odd benefit
my sister sends in the wire
we are in need of no one
Is that a pejorative plea?
does this stop, the meandering
the malplacing water tones chafing the glass
no one leaves, this error’s earth
One drop
in the calloused lap
No one leaves the leaf of various
I hurt
Is that a postering?
too trifle in the bowl make me
our acid to go
like water cleaved
down the icicle
so I
so I
windows derive
windows are victims of the street
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one capable chord should inflame the leering crowd
one capable chord is not enough to bear any truer weight
I sleep and I shun
one capable chord slanders Stravinsky’s bathmat
one capable chord leaves us delayed
far behind the diabolical schedule
what leaning?
a craft table for comfortable crimes
the bodies are a stubborn alien language
hieroglyph in flesh and fat
head punted atop
bobbing in the universal sink
cinched with warring matter
mercy comes in fewer breaths
the line is everything
we should all be asleep
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Nike
Dawid Juraszek
It's easy to spin an uplifting story
look at her immortal beauty
head or no head
two wings or one
think of her defiance
against the ravages of time
human hands and minds
picture the unique fate
that brought her to life
empowered beyond intention
celebrate her victory
over them and us
that was always a given
Hearts high
we feel it's all right after all
But isn't she decapitated
flightless
her survival pure luck
allure rationalised
fame fanned on the loss of others
Admiring what survives
if relished
acquiesces
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Oxyphenbutazone
Jack M. Freedman
You
You
You
You
You

are
are
are
are
are

19 parts Carbon
20 parts Hydrogen
2 parts Nitrogen
3 parts Oxygen
1,778 points in Scrabble
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Slice
Mary K. Ryan
If you look at a circle, you can’t tell if the bars crisscrossing it into
incomplete, incongruent squares are mental chains imposed on the brain or
uprising oppressors spreading internationally through failed democracy-building
globalization/ What’s more, you can’t tell if it matters to be able to
differentiate or discriminate since relief and revulsion rent out the same
living space/ Being chained to death doesn’t seem as bad when wholeness leads to
starvation, corruption and cruelty/ No competition accepts any alternative/ I’d
rather know the exact reason for loss than blame anything for making me feel
like nothing/ This materialism that continues to thread this yarn ball we label
life is sucking away all the garbage, the thick complexities we must unravel to
understand who we are/ Every dollar bill takes us away from any softness or love
we could know/ Paper and ink encircle us, chain us to our crimes, and you think
when you cry a punisher, judger, or master will show some sympathy, but no one
is ever above you or below you/ No one can set us free from the self-inflicted
slavery we all reside in/ This international community of R&R is nothing like
the rest and relaxation of a bed and breakfast your soul may once have lounged
in/ This terror of chilly collegiality with no combination or owner to champion
any individuality is going to slice humanity into pieces/ The mental chains will
reveal us for precisely what we are when we allow the faces of dead men to
render our greatness as a society, inanimate objects to determine the quality of
our humanity, and fear to imprison our bravery/ We can’t run since we are
nothing more than dichotomies trapped in our own mediocrity, scared by our own
inconsistencies, all the while too lazy to refine our drawings, to measure a
perfect right angle/ There is no bondage left to break when apathy consumes an
identity/ no countries left to save when identities are defined by money/ no
solutions to eternal international revolutions that have made breathing into
lines, lines into circles, and humanity into separation.
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This devotion
Olivia Vipond Smyth
Threw myself at the feet of the wrong God.
Fell like a young girl:
Hard.
The cold never granted me absolution.
False love never held my hand.
I’ll admit, I would have thrown myself on the tracks.
Implying that I now would cling to...
It’s all very classical.
Though perhaps, I am Orpheus.
Un-female; and you have not died.
Roles are reversed.
A blur of the lines, I am looking back.
You, alive still, have led me to the Underworld.
Throwing myself, still,
Into analysis of your absent presence.
I am falling.
The ill fated female,
The witch with too much love.
Float and die.
Drown.
Double negative our essence.
These kinds of hurt do not get swept off their feet.
They are obstacles to a train
that cannot brake on time.
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The Two Eyes
Original : Assamese : Guna Moran
Translation : Bibekananda Choudhury
One for joy
The other
For sorrow
Both are bosom friends
In the sorrow of a doleful friend
The joyous one can't feel happy
It rolls in joy
In sorrow too
So
A salty stream
In the moist eyes
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When Your Moments Pick You
Katie O’Sullivan
Can you manage the injury?
Get up and shake it off without an embrace?
It’s a skill no one cares to mention.
Shake it off and cover up the undignified return to the foetal position,
Shake out that keening, that curling Hairy Molly, static in crumpled work
clothes, peeling shivering skin or sweat-stained PJs, reverse moulting.
Can you scrub off disgrace?
I gather it into rolled-up blankets,
Rage against the blotchy skin.
Rage against the mumbling cashier.
Rage against bulgy waistbands stuffed in mesh and puckered lace,
doubled over in a nice outfit on the end of my bed.
Rage against my streaky rasher back-knees and elbows.
Rage against the makeup shunting surface grip and wrecking the morning’s
meticulous plan.
Pillow clutched. Pillow fucked at wall.
Pillow considered ploughing through the fragile
knickknack-bric-a-brac waste of space on my dresser.
Pillow muffle howls instead.
Don’t draw attention.
Don’t make a scene.
Don’t wake the dog.
And what to do about my eyes?
Puffed up and angry. I rub them. Dab them. Compress. Pat.
Hot water, cold water, wrinkled tissue, ironed sleeve.
Where do you put them when you’ve re-joined the pack?
To cover up the purging, and shuffle back to the crowd.
To show mercy to yourself and forget.
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Kevin Reilly is a 26 year old musician/songwriter from Longford, Ireland.
While studying music, he began writing songs, spending most of his time writing
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